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Dobro youtro. Good morning. I am delighted to represent BNIF here today on behalf of its
Director General Roger Hayes.

Roger has asked me to convey warmest wishes from the British Nuclear Industry Forum to
the Slovenian Nuclear Society, and to wish you every success in the important discussions
you will be having at your conference this week.

Let me turn now to the subject of this address: Public information - the crucial element in
nuclear power acceptance

In a democratic society, the words of the philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau assume special
importance: "To make laws a prince must survey the climate .of opinion.. As an architect
before building a great building will sound out the ground to see if it can bear the weight, the
wise prince always investigates if the people can bear the laws".

So it is with building and running nuclear power stations, airports, motorways, and any other
industrial enterprise: will the people bear it? Will the people give us, the nuclear industry, the
license to operate? I do not mean the technical license - that is done by the technical
regulators. I mean the democratic licence. Support from the nation or the representatives of
the nation.

The decision-takers may be the people in the widest sense, a democratic majority operating
through a referendum system. Or they may be a narrower group of policy makers, backed by
specialist advisers.

Whoever these key decision-takers are, it is important to pinpoint them. They have a
legitimate interest in and influence on the fate of the nuclear industry. The English term is
"stakeholders". They may be politicians, civil servants, advisory groups, academics, trade-
unionists. They may be parts of the media, through whom government, professionals and the
public hear many of the messages.

They may be a disparate group who takes an interest in the issue, including teachers and
schoolchildren. Locally they may be the employees in our industry and populations round our
power plants.
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It is among these, the stakeholders, that we find the people whom we need to consult, inform,
influence. Not necessarily the whole nation - unless we have millions of dollars to spend on
television advertising campaigns!

Just to illustrate the stakeholder concept in action: They say that in France the nuclear
industry has only ever had to persuade 5 stakeholders of the importance of the nation's
nuclear programme - de Gaulle, Pompidou, Giscard d'Estaing, Mitterrand and Chirac.

However many stakeholders we have, they are vital to the success of our enterprise. We have
to identify them and then go after them.

But what messages shall we give to our stakeholders? How shall we make the case for
nuclear energy in today's world? First, there are some myths to shatter.

Two myths have dogged nuclear power since the earliest days. Then, nuclear scientists were
the "new alchemists", magicians changing the nature of matter, as alchemists turned base
metal into gold. They were creators of industrial magic. Society saw visions of nuclear-
powered trains and aircraft travelling faster and further, great white cities lit up and shining
forever thanks to tiny quantities of a strange metal. This was one myth. Some people in the
nuclear industry still believe it.

The other myth was that nuclear power was demonic. The forces of nature had been played
with by man, and had released monsters, as the Hollywood man-monster Frankenstein was
released in a laboratory. And these monsters were evil. The idea was echoed in the words of
my countryman the poet William Blake: "See those dark satanic mills ... in England's green
and pleasant land". They were invested with physical ugliness and spiritual evil. Some
opponents of nuclear power still perceive matters this way - many of them in fact.

But these visions do not help a civilised society to sensibly discuss and evaluate the everyday
benefits of nuclear power. Nations and businesses survive on more than fantasies about good
and evil.

We as the nuclear industry need to depolarise the extremes, to take the middle road and shift
the debate from the polarised to the reasonable. By "Reasonable" I do not mean avoiding
emotion. That is not possible or desirable. We need to engage emotions in a civil way, to get
people to make rational decisions which balance advantage and disadvantage, and weigh
social cost against social benefit.

We have partly succeeded in doing this in Britain. National opinion polls show that 60% of
people believe nuclear to be a necessity for the country. They may not be in love with it. But
they understand its national strategic importance.

Similarly in France and the United States, the case argued for nuclear power has rational
roots, those of pragmatic self-interest. The energy independence of France, and America, both
strongly individualistic countries, is based on home-grown nuclear power. It protects them
from oil price and supply uncertainties in the Middle East, in America's case, or in France's
case from a lack of coal, gas and other fossil fuels.
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Let me tell you how in my country we position nuclear, how we relate it to all the
contemporary energy and environmental issues - waste, pollution, cost, reliable electricity.

We position it not as a problem in itself but as a solution, to wider and deeper problems.

Our instinct therefore is not to make a lot of public pronouncements on the things that worry
people about nuclear energy. The world's airlines do not attract customers by discussing their
safety record. The chemical industry does not talk non-stop about the Bhopal accident. The
oil industry does not tell us constantly about why oil tanker disasters will not be repeated, like
the Exxon Valdez or the Torrey Canyon.

Of course, the nuclear negatives like Chernobyl or radioactive waste will not go away if we
just ignore them. If people ask about them, we have to give clear and detailed and honest
replies. But we should feel no duty to follow the agenda set by those hostile to us. Otherwise
we shall always be like boxers with our backs to the ropes, eventually trapped and defeated.
We need to go onto the front foot. To be pro-active on the positive features of our case.

What are the positives? They vary for each country, but many are common to all of us. These
are the messages that consistently and steadily we can and must put out into the public
domain.

We can argue that nuclear power offers stable electricity prices into the future. Even if the
price of uranium rises, the fuel is such a small part of the overall cost of nuclear electricity
that it will make little difference to price levels. Not so with gas, coal, oil: these fuels form a
larger share of the cost of their electricity, and more expensive gas as it grows scarcer in
Europe are likely to exert sharp upward pressure on the price of gas-fired power in the future.

We can affirm that nuclear power, with its careful containment of radiation, supports a clean
environment. Unfortunately the millions of tonnes of dust, including heavy metals thrown out
by coal stations each year leads to dirt and damage.

We can stress that nuclear power does not add to acid rain, caused in part by fossil fuel
burning, that has killed marine life and trees in some of the world's wild and most beautiful
spots, like Scandinavia. That nuclear does not add to the greenhouse effect, which is creating
deserts, sea-level rises and flooding, and may accelerate catastrophically in the future.

We can make the case that nuclear power, which is high technology not low technology,
helps to maintain high-level industrial skills in a country, in applied engineering, in computer
sciences, in environmental control, and many other advanced disciplines.

In what terms should we conduct the debate, and encourage it to be conducted by others? Not
in terms of passion built on ignorance and fear. We need to raise the debate from the ill-
informed to the well-informed. We need to aim for civilised dialogue. That is, dialogue based
on facts, figures, statistics. Not using obscure terms like risk factors of 10 to the minus 6, or
references to emissions of gigabecquerels, but with the simple everyday data that the best
lawyers and politicians and journalists use to convince people every day of their lives.



Scientific back-up, based on research when necessary, is also essential for our long-term
credibility. We need to quote the science in a fair and contextual way.

And the imagination should be captured - with colour, rhetoric, even humour. Dry discourse
wins no-one except for the already converted. But the facts should always be paramount.

We should avoid the information trap. We now all have access to more information than ever
we could have dreamed of years ago. We can call up World Wide Web pages on the Internet;
we can tap into databases; we can call on corporate expertise by using our companies'
internal networks.

But the problem is that it is all too easy to confuse data with knowledge and information
technology with information. Information and wisdom are very different. In making the case
for nuclear power we should not believe that giving out a lot of information equals doing a lot
of effective persuasion.

It was once the conventional wisdom of market research to say "The more you are informed
about a thing, the more you are in favour of it". This implied that the more information you
gave out the more people would support you. But it's clear that the most virulent opposition
sometimes comes from the best informed. The way people feel is often independent of what
they know.

And then we as an industry need to be a reliable, trustworthy source of information.

How does one engender trust? There are many ways - and many ways to lose it.

One is to always engage in dialogue. There is the proverbial advice (in my language) on the
need to reply to our accusers. "Silence betokeneth consent". If we are silent, we imply that we
agree. Silence in any context, even in a guest at a cocktail party! suggests secrecy,
embarrassment, fear. These are not the emotions we want to inspire.

Another road to trust is to do what you promise, to match your words to your actions. Not
overpromise by saying "We never make mistakes. We are always 100% safe". If we commit
ourselves to such unreal expectations we cannot fulfil them. Trust in us will die.

A further way to win trust and support is to have someone quite outside your industry to
make the case for you. We call this Third Party Advocacy. People trust independent scientists
far more than scientists paid by industry. A few words of support are enomiously valuable if
they come from a respected industrialist, academic, politician, elder statesman, compared
with thousands of predictably' enthusiastic words from people whose job it is to give the
"party line".

Our wartime Prime Minister Winston Churchill remarked "On serious issues, I listen
seriously according to, least importantly , what is being said; more importantly, how it is
being said; most importantly, who is saying it". Third Party Advocates are important because
people are likely to believe them. So we try to find and nurture such advocates.
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Third party advocacy also helps those who are broadly indifferent to the nuclear debate -
that's most people. Psychologists say that people just don't have the ability to take a deep
interest in more than 3 issues in their lives at one time. For a lot of issues they prefer a quick
off-the-shelf opinion, from someone they respect or trust. They adopt such opinions quite
happily. It saves them the trouble of becoming experts themselves.

Opening our doors is another key to trust. Essential here are nuclear visitor centres, open days
for the public at power stations, preferably involving some measure of fun and learning or, to
use the American word, "edutainment" - half education, half entertainment.

For there are very few substitutes for living a thing to form a powerful opinion of it.
Experience is the greatest teacher. Visiting a nuclear power station is usually exciting and
engaging: the visitor enters the lion's cage but to his great surprise doesn't have his head
bitten off. It becomes an opportunity for positive emotions.

There is a sense of occasion and theatre when you put on a hard hat and perhaps stand on the
reactor pile cap. A sense of awe when you enter the turbine hall with its massive thundering
machines. Maybe a sense of pleasure at being treated like a guest and taken freely into
someone's "home". And so on. These can be strong emotions, of great persuasive power.
Certainly statistics show that after visitors have been to a nuclear site - whether the most
sophisticated politician or a 12 year old child - they tend to come out more in favour than
when they went in.

We need to maintain dignity and legality.

Dignity when we discuss and debate. Green groups can be strident and shout. Industries gain
nothing from imitating them. Industries lose dignity and look foolish if they behave like
barrack room lawyers..

Legality. We have evidence, in my country at least, that when issues are examined in court or
in quasi-judicial contexts, the public gains a better appreciation of the issues. The media
report both sides of the debate more evenly. The outcome is taken more seriously.

For example, the massive fuel reprocessing plant at Sellafield in Britain was subject to legal
review before starting up. The arguments for and against were aired seriously in the media.
The legal review effectively gave it the green light, and much opposition fell away.

Or again, advertisements by Greenpeace claiming nuclear radiation had caused water on the
brain in children were condemned by an independent watchdog, the British Advertising
Standards Authority. Greenpeace lost face and people lost faith in Greenpeace.

Or again, medical investigations by an official government body (COMARE) have
disconnected nuclear power from childhood leukaemia. And the problem has largely slipped
from the public agenda.

Therefore the best way to deal with the most hostile opposition may be to take it into a legal
framework, rather than engage in hand-to-hand battle.
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Then, building long-term relationships is important to improve trust. Even when there is no
real reason to stay close to a journalist or a politician or local people, it is worth doing. We
need to build a track record. We need to have taken care over the years to explain problems
correctly, propose solutions responsibly, and take our audiences into our confidence at the
same time.

That way we make ourselves a name. So when we do say something, they take us seriously
because they know us and believe us to be men and women of integrity.

Researching public opinion is also important. You have to know what the people you wish to
influence are thinking if you are to know how to capture their imagination and get them to
back you.

The British nuclear industry has expended great effort to measure and evaluate the way that
the public and other audiences view its policies and activities. Measuring public attitudes in a
systematic way is important. Otherwise you are like a man who starts telling jokes at a
funeral. You have to know the climate of opinion in which you operate before trying to
influence it. And if there are changes in attitude over time you need to find out what they are
and respond to them.

It is also important to evaluate communications. Whether we plan a seminar or a publication
or an advertisement, we need to find out: will it hit the mark? We test it before we do it. And
evaluate it after we have done it. Otherwise we are like the soldier who confuses the way he
gives an order. Inste'ad of saying "Load your guns, aim, fire", he announces "Load, fire, oh
sorry, I forgot to tell you to aim". With disastrous consequences.

Segmenting communications according to different audiences is of great importance. This is
part of what is happening everywhere at market level in market economies. Individual
consumers want more choice and more solutions tailor-made to their special needs.

In the same way, one message carried by one route or technique for all our audiences is
inadequate. It is like sending a volume of engineering drawings of the PWR emergency core
cooling system both to a university student and to a child of 8 when they ask for information.
It is like playing a round of golf with one club, a putter.

So we have to evolve the right means to deliver the message to the chosen audience.

A key point in effective communication is that the receiver of it needs to have suggested to
him a course of action. A politician faced with a bundle of information will often say "Yes,
good. What do you want me to do with it?" He is looking for a call to action - build it into a
parliamentary question, feed it into a parliamentary committee, raise it with a government
minister. The same opportunity to act on information should be extended to every audience.

To conclude, I'd like to look ahead with you. To see some of the issues on the horizon which
will influence nuclear power in the next 10 or 20 years. These have been identified by "future
gazers", people whose role it is to analyse forward trends and forecast social change. This
research was done as a British-American (BNIF/NEI) joint project this year, but the findings
are relevant to the nuclear community in every country



For seeing the future in a fast-changing society is vital. In "Preparing for the 21st century",
the author Professor Paul Kennedy writes "Nothing is certain, except that we face
innumerable uncertainties. Yet simply recognising that fact gives a vital starting point. It is
far better than being blindly unaware of how our world is changing".

What do global trends foreshadow for the nuclear industry? What messages, what prospects,
what hopes arise for us out of the crystal ball of the future gazer?

The first trend is population growth. Demographic growth will lead to rising energy demand.
World population has doubled since 1950. By 2025 India will be bigger than China. Pakistan,
Indonesia and Brazil will have a quarter of a billion people each. Each of these demographic
giants plans nuclear power programmes. Countries who already have the skills will be in
demand there. Countries like those represented here today.

The second is that there will be a widening imbalance between rich and poor. The numbers
in advanced industrial societies like yours and mine will grow smaller by comparison with
those in the struggling developing world and Third World. Energy, including nuclear energy,
can transform the world's billions of have-nots into haves.

The third is that a generation gap will open up between rich and poor nations. On the borders
of the rich world there will be young, poor populations looking jealously at ageing, wealthy
populations. Is it not a typical situation for conflict, driven by envy? Nuclear energy can help
provide energy to fuel the lifestyle ambitions of these young, impoverished nations and
defuse strife between them and the old, affluent ories.

Fourth, the world is moving towards a mosaic society. Cultural variety has blossomed.
Monoliths are out of fashion. In the same way there will be energy mixes, ranging from wind
power used down home to nuclear as part of a large regional systems, as it is in Western
Europe. There will be a time and a place for every sort of energy source in the mosaic society.

Next, sustainable development. The big moral theme of nations after the Rio summit 5 years
ago. Sustainable development means making life better for ourselves and our children
without destroying the earth or the means whereby we live. Nuclear power is a classic
example of a sustainable technology, because it provides financially and practically for the
responsible handling of its waste. This will be a growing strength for us.

The closed ecosystem. The earth is a closed system, not just thermodynamically, but also
ecologically. The butterfly's wings fluttering in a Brazilian rain forest cause storms in the
north Atlantic. In the same way, the bonfire from wood and carbon burning, especially in the
developing countries will cast its ash, sulphur, carbon and nitrogen emissions into our
communal ecosphere. We in the nuclear industry arguably have a duty to persuade
governments in those countries to follow the non-carbon path.

The future will also demand higher environmental standards. The nuclear industry has the
world's most advanced technologies for containing pollution, developed to cope with
radioactive materials. These abilities give this industry a great chance to transfer its
technologies to others, and show moral leadership in the advance towards a cleaner globe.
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Anxiety over nuclear safety is strong everywhere. At the heart of the fear is radiation and its
ability to cause cancer. It may be - and one has to tread with great care here - that this will
diminish with medical advances. One American forecaster, Mckinley Conway, sees cures
being found for "most causes of cancer" in the next 10-20 years.

Many forecasters believe women will become more important in decision-taking. There will
be more women in positions of influence. Research shows they, who are guardians of the
genetic pool, are more anxious about radiation hazards than men, the more risk-hardened
hunter-gatherers. Their special worries about nuclear power will have to be addressed by the
nuclear industry even more carefully than today.

The last point is information overload. The case for the benefits of nuclear energy will have
to be made ever more powerfully. Otherwise it will not be heard among all the voices
shouting in a world crammed full of issues and information about them, all accelerated and
enhanced by the information superhighway. Our task is to communicate better in a world of
information overload. The prizes will go to those who truly stand out.

Finally, it is clear from discussions I have had with your chairman that you have recently
been facing considerable challenges to your work and to the Slovenian nuclear programme. I
believe it is important that parts of the nuclear industry internationally should help each other,
especially in difficult circumstances.

The British Nuclear Industry Forum is keen to co-operate with you in whatever way you wish
in the development of professional communications programmes to keep your nuclear
industry, and therefore all our nuclear industries, alive, moving forward and bringing
solutions to bear on local and global issues.

Thank you very much for your attention.
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